
New Website, Bitcoin Simplified, Aims to
Provide Education and Awareness about
Bitcoin Currency

The website provides readers with a host

of useful information to help others

invest safely and wisely.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, January

15, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A

brand-new platform, Bitcoin Simplified,

is pleased to announce it is providing

invaluable education and awareness to

its readers about Bitcoin currency.

Bitcoin Simplified is a comprehensive

platform dedicated to everything

related to Bitcoin.  Visitors to the site

don’t need to have any prior

knowledge about blockchains or

cryptocurrencies in order to

understand and navigate the platform.

Instead, Bitcoin Simplified aims to

educate readers about the process of

mining, purchasing, and selling/trading Bitcoin through informative videos, articles, books,

community forum, step-by-step guides, and social media posts.

“When I founded the website, it was my goal to pass on the knowledge I’ve gained as a crypto

investor to others,” says founder of Bitcoin Simplified, Naseef Ramzi.  “As I’ve learned, it’s not

possible to learn everything there is to know about Bitcoin in just one day.  As such, Bitcoin

Simplified offers readers many ways to learn about this complex process, from how to get

started through to investing and beyond.”

According to Ramzi, Bitcoin is one of the best investment options of the last decade.  Many

investors who originally purchased Bitcoin for fun, and subsequently minded them, now find

themselves to become millionaires after its value increased over one hundred times.  This makes

Bitcoin the only currency to experience such tremendous growth.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bitcoinsimplified.live/


For more information about Bitcoin

Simplified, please visit

https://bitcoinsimplified.live/, on

Instagram @bitcoinsimplified, or on

Twitter @btcsimplified_.

About Bitcoin Simplified

With over 50,000+ followers and a wide

range of learning materials, Bitcoin

Simplified is the ultimate resource for

starting on a Bitcoin journey.  The

platform was founded by a driven

entrepreneur, Naseef Ramzi, who learned

how to navigate the world of Bitcoin from

an early age.

Naseef Ramzi

Bitcoin Simplified

info@bitcoinsimplified.live

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/534581094
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